The title compound (pMBA) was found to undergo a first-order phase transition at 211 K (T c1 ). Another transition with subtle enthalpy change appeared at 172 K (T c2 ). Crystal structure determinations at various temperatures revealed that the transition at T c1 was accompanied by remarkable changes in the molecular conformations around the CH 2 -C and O-CH 2 bonds and a reversal of the direction of the O-H O hydrogen bond. Experiments of 2 H NMR were carried out on pMBA-d where the hydroxyl hydrogen of pMBA was selectively deuterated. Analyses of the 2 H NMR spectra and the temperature dependence of T 1 of the 2 H NMR indicated occurrence of jumping motions of 2 H between asymmetric potential wells at temperatures lower than T c1 .
Introduction
p-Methylbenzyl Alcohol (pMBA) is a homologue of p-chloro-and p-bromobenzyl alcohols (pCBA and pBBA respectively). The latters undergo first order phase transition at 236 K and 217 K, respectively [1, 2] , and the crystal structure of the pCBA at room temperature is known [3] . A ahigher order phase transition has been also proposed for pBBA and pCBA (at 195 and 218 K, respectively).
Recently we found that pMBA exhibits phase transitions bearing strong resemblance to those of pCBA and pBBA. In the present work we studied the crystal structure of pMBA at 120 < T/K <260 by single crystal X-ray diffraction. Moreover, we investigated the dynamics of the hydrogen atoms in the O-H O hydrogen bond network by means of 2 H NMR on pMBA-d, where the hydroxyl hydrogen of pMBA was selectively deuterated. The 2 H NMR spectrum and spin-lattice relaxation time (T 1 ) of 2 H NMR will be discussed.
0932-0784 / 02 / 0600-0381 $ 06.00 c Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, Tübingen www.znaturforsch.com Experimental pMBA, obtained from nacalai tesque, was recrystallized from n-hexane several times to purify the material. Single crystals suitable for the X-ray work were crystallized from an ethanol-water mixed solution of pMBA. For 2 H NMR measurements, the hydroxyl hydrogen of pMBA was selectively deuterated by D 2 O in a dioxane solution to give pMBA-d. The degree of dueteration was checked by 1 H NMR of pMBA-d dissolved in CDCl 3 : no appreciable peak of 1 H NMR from the hydroxyl proton was found.
Thermal analysis was carried out using differential scanning calorimeters (Rigaku DSC 8058 and MAC Science DSC 3100S).
Details of the single crystal X-ray experiment on pMBA are summarized in Table 1 . The structure was solved by the direct method and refined by the full matrix least squares method with SHELXL-97 [4] . In the refinements of the crystal structure at 120 and 233 K non-hydrogen atoms were included in the least squares calculations with anisotropic thermal parameters. All of the hydrogen atoms were included in the refinement with isotropic thermal parameters without constraints. But for the structure at 233 K, two hydrogen atoms belonging to a CCH 2 group were included in the calculations with constraints. The 2 H NMR spectra were measured by using a CMX-300 spectrometer at 45.825 MHz. A ( /2) --( /2) --acquisition pulse sequence was used. The /2 pulse width and were 3.0 and 30 µs, respectively. T 1 was determined by the saturation-recovery and inversion-recovery methods.
Results and Discussion

Phase Transitions
Thermal analysis of pMBA evidenced a first-order phase transition at 211 K (T c1 ). The enthalpy of the transition (∆H) was 1.0 kJ/mol. In addition we found a small but evident peak of the DSC curve whose on-set temperature was 172 K (T c2 ). Although its enthalpy change was subtle (ca. 0.03 kJ/mol), it is an indication of a phase transition. The results of the thermal analysis on pMBA-d agreed with those of pMBA, except for the fact that the thermal anomaly at T c2 was broad. In this paper, the relevant phases are tentatively referred to as low, intermediate and room temperature phases (LTP, ITP and RTP, respectively). Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the unit cell constants of pMBA. Discontinuous changes appearing at T c1 can be ascribed to a first order phase transition, while the existence of a phase transition at T c2 seems ambiguous in this figure. Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of T 1 of 2 H NMR. The log (T 1 ) vs. 1/T curve on heating shows an abrupt increase in T 1 at T c1 , corresponding to the transition from ITP to RTP. It is difficult, however, to assign the discontinuous decrease in T 1 observed at ca. 193 K on cooling to the transition from RTP to ITP, since the values of T 1 on cooling are significantly longer than those on heating in the temperature range between T c2 and 193 K. An idea to interpret this discrepancy, depending on thermal history, is the assumption that RTP transforms into a metastable state on cooling. It would be a superheated state of LTP, because values of T 1 obtained on cooling in the temperature range mentioned above coincide with those extrapolated from LTP. The values of T 1 obtained on heating are considered to be representative of ITP. A break in the log(T 1 ) vs. 1/T curve appeared at around T c2 corresponding to the transition from LTP to ITP.
Crystal Structure
The crystal system and the space group of the three modifications, LTP, ITP and RTP were found to be identical. The crystal structure of pMBA at 120 K is illustrated in Figure 3 . The asymmetric unit contains three kinds of crystallographically independent pMBA molecules (denoted as molecule A, B and C). Molecules A and C belong to the same antipode, while B to opposite one. The atomic coordinates and equivalent thermal parameters at 120 K (LTP) and 233 K (RTP) are given in Table 2 . The atomic numbering scheme is:
Such notations as C17, C27 and C37, for instance, are also used to distinguish the C7 atoms in molecule A, B and C, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 3 the molecules B form infinite O-H O hydrogen bonded chains along the 2 1 axes (Chain 1), while the molecules A and C form another kind of chains related by a pseudo 2 1 axis along the b axis (Chain 2). The two kinds of hydrogen-bonded chains in LTP and RTP are illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) and (b).
The temperature dependence of the dihedral angle O1-C7-C1-C2 ( ) for the molecules A, B and C are shown in Figure 5 . Discontinuous increases in by ca. 11, 8 and 15 degrees were observed at T c1 for molecule A, B and C, respectively. It is evident that the phase transition at T c1 is accompanied by a remarkable change in the molecular conformation around the C7-C1 bond of each molecule. Furthermore, it should be noted that the 's of molecule B and C are markedly temperature dependent in RTP. The angles between the C2-C6 vector of each molecule and the three crystal axes were found to be almost constant over the temperature range investigated and exhibit quite small changes (ca. 1 ) at T c1 . The same feature was observed for the angles between the C1-C4 vector and the three crystal axes. These facts indicate that the orientation of the benzene ring is substantially independent of temperature, leading to the conclusion that the jump of at T c1 can be attributed to a displacement of the oxygen atom.
In the hydrogen bond chains illustrated in Fig. 4 , the intermolecular O O distances were found to show slight discontinuities (less than 0.03Å) at T c1 . This observation indicates that the hydrogen bond chains shift as a whole like a 'micro piston' along the crystal b axis as the phase transition takes place.
As can be seen from Fig. 4 (a) and (b) , the direction of the O-H O hydrogen bond in Chain 1 is opposite to that in Chain 2. Furthermore, it is interesting that the direction of the O-H O hydrogen bond in RTP is opposite to that in ITP and LTP, both in Chain 1 and 2. It should be noted that the hydroxyl hydrogen atom is located on a trans position with respect to the benzene ring in LTP and ITP, while cis in RTP (Fig. 6 ). This conformational change seems to be favorable for the reversal of the direction of the hydrogen bond. As to the mechanism of the reversal of the hydrogen bond, there are, in general, two possibilities, that is, conformational and configurational ones [5] . The former seems favorable in the present case.
Analyses of the Results of 2 H NMR
H NMR in LTP
The central feature of the 2 H NMR spectrum at 158 K (LTP) shown in Fig. 7 , indicates the existence Fig. 7 .
2 H NMR spectra. Top and bottom for RTP and LTP, respectively. The broken line in the bottom spectrum is the simulated one (for details, see the text).
of a fast local motion. Distribution of the proton site would also contribute to produce the central feature. However, this contribution may be neglected because the spectrum of RTP has no evident central feature. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , T 1 in LTP decreases exponentially with increasing temperature. In order to analyze these results we assumed a jumping motion of the hydroxyl hydrogen atom (D) between two asymmetric potential wells, illustrated schematically in Fig. 8(a) . For the sake of simplicity, the difference between the OH groups of molecules A, B and C were neglected.
The 2 H NMR spectrum at 158 K could be reproduced by the following parameters: quadrupole coupling constant ( 2 ) = 210 kHz, asymmetric parameter ( ) = 0.1 and the D O D angle (2 ) = 160 . This value of 2 suggests that the two proton sites (site 1 and 2 in Fig. 8(a) ) correspond approximately to the positions of the hydroxyl hydrogen atoms in RTP and LTP.
The fluctuation of the electric field gradient at the 2 H nucleus caused by the jumping motion of the hydrogen atom is considered to dominate T 1 . If one neglects the small of 0.1, T 1 is expressed by [6, 7] 
where 0 , c0 and a are the angular NMR frequency, correlation time at infinite temperature and activation energy for the jump of the hydroxyl D atom, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 8 , ∆ is a measure of the deviation from symmetric potential wells. From the temperature dependence of 1 , values of a and ∆ were calculated as (2.5 0.1) and (2.1 0.1) kJ/mol, respectively, by assuming that ∆ = 0 at c1 and by using the magnitudes of 2 and 2 estimated from the analysis of the 2 H NMR spectrum.
H NMR in ITP
The slope of the log(T 1 ) vs. 1/T curve in ITP is significantly different from that in LTP (Fig. 2) . However, the potential model for the analysis of the behavior of T 1 in ITP is expected to be quite similar to that for LTP, because a minute structural difference is suggested by the extremely small magnitude of ∆ (T c2 ). Then for ITP, we adopted a potential curve shown in Fig. 8(b) , which has the same parameters as those of LTP but with ∆ smaller than that in LTP. The latter assumption indicates that the potential is less asymmetric than that for LTP. The choice of this potential model for ITP implies to examine the possibility that a higher order phase transition would be involved in the reversal of the hydrogen bond direction due to the transition from ITP to RTP.
For the parameters in (1), (2) and (3), except for ∆ , we applied the values obtained for LTP and estimated the magnitude of ∆ . It was found that ∆ became lower with increasing temperature (2.0 0.1) and (1.8 0.1) kJ/mol at 173 and 203 K, respectively. The value of ∆ of ITP is comparable to that of LTP in the vicinity of T c2 , but, at higher temperatures of ITP it becomes appreciably lower than that of LTP. The tendency of decreasing ∆ with increasing temperature found in ITP may be regarded as the initiation process of the phase transition from ITP to RTP, because the site B in Fig. 8(b) , which approximately corresponds to the hydrogen position in RTP, is more populated at higher temperatures within ITP.
H NMR in RTP
As can be seen in Fig.6 , the thermal ellipsoids for O1 and C7 atoms are considerably larger than those of the other atoms, suggesting an oscillation of the OH group around the C7-C1 bond. Moreover, the O1-C7-C1-C2 dihedral angles of the molecules B and C are significantly temperature dependent. These observations suggest that the hydroxyl hydrogen atom is in a force field that is strongly temperature dependent. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , T 1 in RTP is apparently temperature independent. Although this behavior is interesting, a detailed analysis of this phenomenon will be deferred until the temperature dependence of the potential curve dominating the motion of the hydrogen atom is known by further studies.
